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large commercial wind turbines. [3] The NASA wind
turbines were developed under the same program. This
research and development program pioneered many of the
multi-megawatt turbine technologies in use today, including:
variable- speed generators, steel tube towers, partial-span
pitch control, composite blade materials, along with
aerodynamic, structural, and acoustic engineering design
capabilities [4]. The large wind turbines developed under this
effort set several world records for diameter and power
output. The MOD2 wind turbine cluster produced 7.5
megawatts, the MOD-5B produced 3.2 megawatts.
It the single largest wind turbine with a rotor diameter of
nearly 100 m. [5] The first massive leap in the history of wind
turbines happened during the Danish development in 1978
when the world's first multi-megawatt wind turbine power
plant was set up. It delivered 2MW, had pitch controlled
wings, a tubular tower, and three rotor blades. However, wind
turbine could never enter into a near competition with crude
oil and natural gas in producing power, until recently, that the
fears of petroleum shortages added to urgency to expand
wind power. By 2014, over 240,000 commercial-sized wind
turbines were operating in the world, producing 4% of the
world's electricity. By 2015, the largest wind turbine was 8
MW capacity Vestas V164 for offshore use. [6] Observing
the recent (since quite some time) trend of development in
wind turbines has chiefly been in the elongation and making
slender of the rotor blades and heightening of the tower, to
sum up. This has been guided by the simple relation: Power
generation is directly proportional to size of rotor blades and
height in the atmosphere (at higher altitudes in atmosphere,
wind blows more steadily), leading to increase in turbine
capacity factor [10]. Bigger they get, the less variable and
more reliable they get and the easier they are to integrate into
the grid. The average total height of an onshore U.S. turbine
is 142 m (466 feet). The Haliade-X. (Blade diameter expected
to be 351 feet long, longer than a football field), which will be
the biggest, tallest and most powerful wind turbine ever, is
expected to ship in 2021[11]. The department of Energy's
2016 Wind Technologies Market Report has shown that wind
capacity factors have evolved over time. The average
capacity factors among projects built during 2014 to 2016
was 42.5%, that of those built during 2004 to 2011 was
32.1% and 1998 to 2001 was 25.4%.

Abstract: Wind turbine performance and efficiency used to face
big challenges due to the highly random nature of the wind and its
own small size. Wind turbine blade geometry has direct
implications on the load bearing response and performance of the
blade. New Wind Turbine Blade was modelled and detailed
analysis was done using Ansys and Matlab. Static, Fatigue,
Vibration, Computational Fluid Dynamics and Simulink Analysis
was done to compare the performance of both wind turbine blades.
Velocity of 83.33 m/sec have been incorporated for analysis.
Various different Mathematical Equations and proper
methodology was carried out to enhance the performance of Wind
Turbine. Simulink Model was designed to optimize the
performance of Wind Turbine. High Lift to Drag Parameter is
optimized for proper Efficiency of Wind Turbine. Turbine blades
are twisted so they can always present an angle that take
advantages of the ideal lift-to-drag ratio. Optimization of Tower
Design was carried out to enhance the performance of wind
turbine. Better energy Production parameter is solved by the
analysis and Simulation. Simulink Model was designed to
optimize the performance of Wind Turbine. Simulink Output
results shows the output of Electromagnetic Torque, Stator
Current and Rotor Speed. Stress vs Strain Graph was plotted for
both designed wind Turbine blades. Coefficient of drag graph was
plotted to conclude the performance of Wind Turbine Blades.
Turbulence behaviour is observed for both the wind turbine blades
to validate the performance of Wind Turbine blades. Epoxy
Material is considered for Wind Turbine blades.
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I. INTRODUCTION
This Wind turbine performance and efficiency used to face
big challenges due to the highly random nature of the wind
and its own small size [1]. Wind turbine blades with
elongated rotor blade diameters and slender width are going
to enhance the performance of wind Turbine. Wind turbine
blade geometry has direct implications on the load bearing
response and performance of the blade. Over the years, there
have been continuous efforts made towards increasing the
energy production and minimizing the dynamic loads on the
turbine [2]. From small wind plants for powering farms and
residences, in the 20th century; to larger utility scale wind
generators that could connect to electricity grids for remote
use of power; to current wind-powered generators in every
sizes, between tiny plants for battery charging, up to
near-gigawatt sized wind farms at the offshores for providing
electricity to national electrical networks. From 1984 to until
mid-1980’s, the US ran a program to create a utility scale
wind turbine industry to advance the technology and enable
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After that Flow analysis is done for Wind turbine blades
using standard parameter values:
Velocity incorporated: 83.33 m/sec, Pressure: 151988 Pascal,
Temperature: 45 C and Ambient Temperature: 40 C
Viscous k-epsilon model, Second Order Upwind Momentum
Equation, Second Order Upwind Turbulent Kinetic Energy
Equation and Second Order Upwind Turbulent Dissipation
Rate equations have been incorporated for Computational
Fluid Dynamics analysis.
In the Fig (2), also we had incorporated epoxy material and
performed the Structural, Thermal analysis. In structural
analysis, we have taken the pressure of 151988 Pascal and
fixed the central part of the design model and Force applied
on Wind Turbine blades is 500 N. Body Size Meshing is
followed for Meshing the Model. After that we obtained the
following results:
1. Total deformation
2. Equivalent stress
3. Equivalent strain
After that Incorporation of fatigue analysis of wind turbine
blades and after that Modal analysis for performance check in
Vibration using frequency mode obtained. Frequency Mode
for Fig (2):
Table 2:
Mode
Frequency (Hz)
1
93.531
2
606.44
3
766.13
4
1249.8
5
1920.8
6
3295.4
After that Flow analysis is done for Wind turbine blades
using standard parameter values:
Velocity incorporated: 83.33 m/sec
Pressure: 151988 Pascal
Temperature: 45 C
Ambient Temperature: 40 C
Viscous k-epsilon model, Second Order Upwind Momentum
Equation, Second Order Upwind Turbulent Kinetic Energy
Equation and Second Order Upwind Turbulent Dissipation
Rate equations have been incorporated for Computational
Fluid Dynamics analysis
After the Design and Simulation part, Incorporation of
Simulink Model to enhance the performance of wind turbine
to depict nature of Rotor Speed, Electromagnetic Torque and
Stator Current.
Voltage: 3 x 480 V
Track angle within 1 degree
Rise Time 3 seconds

Solution Methodology
Initially, Solidworks Model of Whole Wind Turbine was
framed and after that for Optimization of Wind Turbine
Blades we designed Wind Turbine blades.
In the fig (1), incorporation of epoxy material and performed
the Structural, Thermal analysis. In structural analysis,
consideration of pressure of 151988 Pascal and fixed the
central part of the design model and Force applied on Wind
Turbine blades is 500 N. Body Sizing Meshing is followed
for Meshing the Model. After that we obtained the following
results:
1. Total deformation
2. Equivalent stress
3. Equivalent strain
After that Incorporation of fatigue analysis of wind turbine
blades and after that Modal Analysis for performance check
in Vibration using frequency mode obtained.
Frequency Mode for Fig (1):
Table 1:
Mode
Frequency (Hz)
1
451.79
2
546.05
3
2166.7
4
3317
5
4681
6
5131.9
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II. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

the analysis and Simulation. Optimization of Tower Design
was carried out to enhance the performance of wind turbine.
Flow Contour is depicted in Fig (q) and Fig(s). Efficiency of
new Modelled blade design is more as compare to old
modelled blade design.

Validation of Stress vs Strain curve was done to validate the
nature of Epoxy nature obtained from Design and Simulation.
Fig(a), Fig(b) plots are compared with Fig(c) plot. It is
observed Fig(b) is more similar to Fig(c) as compare to
Fig(a).
Fig(d) and Fig(g) depicts the Deformation behavior in Fig (1)
and Fig (2). Fig(e) and Fig(h) depicts the Stress Behavior in
Fig (1) and Fig (2). Fig(f) and Fig(i) depicts the Strain
Behavior in Fig (1) and Fig (2).
Deformation is less in Fig(g) as compared to Fig(d).
Equivalent Stress and Equivalent Strain Contour, Fig(e),
Fig(f), Fig(g), Fig(h) clearly depicts the Stress Distribution
and Strain Distribution in both the Wind Turbine blade
profile. Behavior of Stress vs Strain Plot depicted by Fig(b) is
more similar to Standard Epoxy Stress vs Strain Plot depicted
by Fig(c). So, Efficiency of Fig (2) is more as compare to Fig
(1) in terms of Structural Behavior.
Vibrational Frequency of Fig(k) is more optimized than
Fig(j). So, Efficiency of Fig (2) is more improvised as
compare to Fig (1). Frequency for particular mode observed
is less in Table 2 as Compared to Table 1.
Fig(l) and Fig(m) depicts the damage profile for Fig (1)
and Fig (2). Fig(n) and Fig(o) depicts the life profile for Fig
(1) and Fig (2). Damage is more for Fig(l) as compared to
Fig(m).
Life expectancy is more for Fig(o) as compared to Fig(n).
So, Fig (2) is more Optimized.
Coefficient of Drag plot is observed in Fig(p) and Fig(r)
for Depicting the Flow behaviour of Fig (1) and Fig (2).
Fig(q) and Fig(s) depicts the Flow Contour of Fig (1) and
Fig (2). Drag along x axis is 39.359135 and Lift along Y axis
is -2.2426147 obtained for Fig (2) is more appropriate as
compare to Drag along x axis is 0.58842742 and Lift along Y
axis is -2.7198 obtained for Fig (1). High Lift to Drag
Parameter is always appropriate for Designing an efficient
wind turbine blade. Since, Turbine blades are twisted so they
can always present an angle that take advantages of the ideal
lift-to-drag ratio. Coefficient of Drag plot depicted by Fig(p)
is opposite to Coefficient of Drag plot depicted by Fig(r),
Depicting the Variation of drag force with respect to different
blade profile. Turbulence plot is observed for Fig(t) and
Fig(u). Turbulence Enhancement is depicted in Fig(u) as
compare to Fig(t) for overall depiction of performance
characteristic of Fig (2) over Fig (1) in Turbulence.
Behaviour depiction of Rotor Speed, Electromagnetic Torque
and Stator Current was done by Simulink Model (i.e. Fig(v))
to optimize the performance of Wind Turbine Fig (3)
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III. CONCLUSION
Efficiency of Wind Turbine is enhanced by optimizing the
design of Wind Turbine blades. Performance Efficiency is
achieved by reduction in Performance error. Proper Design
Simulation was carried out to depict the behavior of turbine
blades. Simulink Model was designed to optimize the
performance of Wind Turbine. High Lift to Drag Parameter is
optimized for proper Efficiency of Wind Turbine. Stress vs
Strain curve validation was done to depict the nature of
Epoxy nature obtained from Design and Simulation in both
the models. Better energy Production parameter is solved by
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